Experimental chemical shifts (CS) from solution and solid state magic-angle-spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectra provide atomic level information for each amino acid within a protein or protein complex. However, structure determination of large complexes and assemblies based on NMR data alone remains challenging due the complexity of the calculations. Here, we present a hardware accelerated strategy for the estimation of NMR chemical-shifts of large macromolecular complexes based on the previously published PPM One software. The original code was not viable for computing large complexes, with our largest dataset taking approximately 14 hours to complete. Our results show that the code refactoring and acceleration brought down the time taken of the software running on an NVIDIA V100 GPU to 46.71 seconds for our largest dataset of 11.3M atoms. We use OpenACC, a directive-based programming model for porting the application to a heterogeneous system consisting of x86 processors and NVIDIA GPUs. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in systems of increasing complexity ranging from 100K to 11.3M atoms.
model after observing the OpenACC compiler's (PGI implementation) maturity and 48 stability. GCC (by Mentor Graphics) also offers an OpenACC implementation, however 49 at the time of running this experiment the implementation was not yet mature enough. 50 their sequences and probable evolution. Thanks to projects such as the BioMagResBank 67 (BMRB) [16] , NMR data is more available than ever before, engendering the feasibility 68 of semi-empirical prediction methods which utilize existing chemical shift data to 69 parameterize functional prediction models. 70 Obviating the need for database searching and sequence matching is a semi-empirical 71 method named PPM [17] . The goal of PPM was to provide a prediction model that 72 could operate over NMR conformational ensembles, predict chemical shifts from 73 structure and provide new dimensions of protein forcefield refinement, structural 74 refinement, and ensemble validation-a goal which PPM met aptly. In a departure from 75 ensemble analysis, PPM's successor PPM One introduced a static-structure based 76 chemical shift prediction method that showed competitive accuracy with other 77 software [18] . 78 Motivation 79 Drawing from approximations of first principle calculations and trained with accessible 80 NMR data, the PPM One model considers chemical shift as a sum of discrete 81 descriptors. These descriptors, which quantify chemical shifts due to ring current effects, 82 hydrogen bond effects, dihedral angles, and more [17, 18] , take the form of relatively 83 simple-and differentiable-functions of the atomic coordinates. Considering these 84 factors, PPM One is a prime target for parallelization and optimization; to extend 85 practical application of the software to larger structures, populous NMR ensembles, or 86 molecular dynamics trajectories describing thousands of structures. While a suitable 87 candidate to this end, the original PPM One code was not written in a way to exploit 88 the massive compute power of accelerators such as GPUs. In our work, we have ported 89 the PPM One application to utilize parallel hardware, such as GPUs, using OpenACC. 90
Contributions

91
• Equip domain scientists with an accelerated version of PPM One that functions in 92 a realistic lab environment.
93
• Provide an accelerated chemical shift prediction code that can be adapted to large 94 Molecular Dynamics packages.
95
• Demonstrate the feasibility and scalability of our approach in systems of 96 increasing complexity ranging from 2,000 to 13,000,000 atoms.
97
Materials and methods
98
Preparing code for acceleration 99 Before accelerating or parallelizing a given code, a standard practice is to identify 100 computational hotspots that take the most execution time. This generally means that 101 we are looking for the largest or most intensive loops that exist within the application. 102 To find these portions of the code we use dedicated profiling tools, then we examine the 103 source code and determine if they are or could be refactored to be accelerator-friendly. 104
Identifying Computational Hotspot in Chemical Shift Prediction 105
The OpenACC-enabled profiler that comes packaged with the PGI compiler is called 106 PGPROF. PGPROF displays detailed information about CPU and GPU performance. 107 This information includes breakdowns by runtime, memory management, and accelerator utilization. We used PGPROF to find functions in PPM One that are the 109 most time consuming and thus are the most important parallelization targets. The two 110 main functions (1) predict bb static ann() and (2) predict proton static new() 111 accounted for the majority of the total runtime (81.23% and 16.28% respectively).
112
These two functions are composed of other smaller functions that were also analyzed 113 using PGPROF. The most significant of these was get contact(), taking 35% of the 114 total runtime. We also observed that the time taken for get contact() scales well with 115 the dataset size. When profiling with large molecules (1+ million atoms), we found that 116 get contact() could take upwards of 80% of the programs total runtime. This makes 117 get contact() the most important sub-function and our first target for parallelization.
118 get select() follows with 23% of runtime, but it was optimized by our initial code 119 refactoring and will be outlined in Section 2.2.
120 Fig 1 shows the results of our profile when using a relatively small molecule (100,000 121 atoms). Some other functions that were found in the profile are getani() (18% runtime), 122 gethbond() (15% runtime), and getring() (12% runtime). Similar to get contact(), we 123 also found that gethbond() scales somewhat well with the size of the molecule, whereas 124 getani() and getring() do not scale as much. attempting to move the code to accelerators. One of our first observations when using 129 the profiling tools was a significant redundancy of memory copying caused by calling 130 the getselect() function an unnecessary number of times. To fix this, we altered the 131 code to only call getselect() once, and then store and reuse the associated memory.
132
This optimization alone led to a 20% performance increase when running with some of 133 the datasets.
134
The next optimization we made was to a function called clear(). The clear() 135 function filters through a list of protons, removing any of them that do not work with 136 the algorithm. The way that the protons were removed from the list was simply 137 inefficient; the runtime of this function varied greatly depending on which dataset was 138 tested since some molecular structures require more protons to be filtered than others. 139 The clear() function could vary from taking seconds to taking hours depending on the 140 dataset alone. As a result, we rewrote clear() to use a more efficient list filter that 141 made the operation take only a few seconds or less for all structures.
Overview of OpenACC model 153
As mentioned earlier, OpenACC is a directive-based programming model that targets 154 heterogeneous systems comprising of CPUs and accelerators. The model exposes three 155 levels of parallelism via gang, worker and vector parallelism that enables programmers 156 to abstract the architecture along with maximally utilizing the potential of multicore or 157 accelerators. Since the model is directive-based it allows the programmers to achieve The following section highlights the usage of some of the OpenACC features for our 170 case. They are also the most commonly used features.
171
After ensuring that the code was accelerator-friendly, we began applying OpenACC 172 directives to the code. We tackled each function individually in order of importance, 173 meaning that we started with get contact() and finished with getring(). Everytime we 174 made a meaningful alteration we would re-run the code on a few different datasets and 175 compare the results to their non-accelerated baselines. This would let us know if we 176 made any errors along the way. 177 We decorated the major loops in the code with the OpenACC parallel loop directive. 178 This told the compiler to offload these loops on the GPU automatically. In some cases, 179 this alone was enough to see a speedup as some loops were embarassingly parallel. 180 However, in other cases we saw significant slowdown and sometimes wildly incorrect 181 code output compared to our serial baseline. These two problems were overcome by 182 using other OpenACC features.
183
To fix our incorrect output, we had to implement both the reduction clause and 184 atomic directive. The reduction clause is important to include in parallel loops that 185 contain race conditions. These are areas in the code that can result in errors when 186 multiple parallel units overwrite each other in shared memory. The reduction clause 187 prevents this by aligning memory reads/writes to produce a single coherent value.
188
The atomic directive fills a similar purpose. However, it is useful in situations where 189 many different race conditions could occur at different locations in memory. There was 190 only one situation in our code where a reduction clause was not sufficient, and that was 191 in the gethbond() function.
192
The other problem we overcame was handling overall slowdown in the code. This is 193 largely due to having too many memory transfers between the host and device. After speed-up will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
203
To further elaborate on our memory management, we originally started with a 204 simple strategy; copy everything to the device that was needed immediately before the 205 loop starts, and then copy everything back to the CPU that will be needed elsewhere. 206 This strategy proved to perform badly as much of the data needed on the device was 207 being moved multiple times unnecessarily. We changed this to instead transfer the data 208 after the code's preprocessing; before any of the main computation happens. Then, we 209 transfer the computation results results back to the host so that it can then be printed 210 to files.
211
Target Functions for Acceleration
212
Each of the functions we have identified are important to the overall chemical shift 213 prediction algorithm that PPM One implements. get contact() is one of the most 214 important functions in the PPM One algorithm due to the fact that it serves as the 215 principle interface between the input coordinates and secondary structure contact data. 216 get contact() iterates over all atomic positions, given in the molecule, and computes a 217 distance between each atom index and the successive atom index. Next, for each atom 218 in each residue in the PPM One input structure, the random-coil chemical shift for 219 atoms in that residue is applied as a fit parameter to normalize the calculated chemical 220 shift, ultimately ascertaining local flexibility given that more disordered structures (or 221 regions of the structure) will have chemical shifts tending towards the random-coil 
252
The aromatic rings of these residues have important structural implications due to 253 electrostatic induction, as the circular movement of delocalized electrons (ie, current) in 254 conjugated Pi-bonding orbitals induces a magnetic field vector orthogonal to the plane 255 described by the atoms of the ring. To quantify this effect, the queried atom's position 256 in cartesian space must be projected to a position on the 2D subspace defined by the 257 plane of the aromatic ring. Additionally, distances between all atoms in the ring are 258 calculated in this function each time it is called, making it costly to compute even 259 though its application is limited to only aromatic residues and atoms in their local 260 environment.
261
Results
262
This section will elaborate on the experimental setup and the results obtained.
263
Experimental Setup
264
For the multicore, V100 and P40 results shown in both the tables, we use the PSG 265 DGX-1b compute node consisting of Intel Xeon e5-2698 v4 20 cores and a single 266 NVIDIA Volta V100 card and another compute node that has a single P40. For the 267 serial runs shown in both the tables, since we could not get time on the PSG system, we 268 have used our internal University of Delaware's local system that has an Intel x990 core. 269 Stride [21] . All images were rendered using VMD 1.9.4 and the co-distributed, Tachyon 290 parallel ray-tracing library [22, 23] . When running the PPM One application we noticed that the total runtime is 292 proportional to the number of atoms contained in the molecule. However, this is not the 293 only deciding factor. To accommodate for this we are mostly concerned with 294 performance increase of a molecule on different platforms and less concerned with 295 comparing different molecules to each other.
296
When observing Table 1 we see a significant decrease in total runtime when 297 comparing the serial (optimized) run to any of the accelerators. The multicore 298 performance was 18x faster than the single core results. The Volta V100 results were 299 56x faster than single core, and 3.1x faster than multicore.
300
When observing individual function performance we see more significant speedup 301 numbers as shown in Table 2 . Comparing V100 results to the multicore results, the 302 get contact() function was sped up by 258x, gethbond() by 11x, getani() by 10x and 303 getring() by 3x. Such a high speed up is common for functions that are purely compute 304 intensive and hence can be easily optimized for GPUs. Since our major computational 305 functions are seeing this amount of increase, we predict that much of the remaining 306 total runtime is bound by other portions of the code such as file I/O or preprocessing. 307 We have improved these parts of the code significantly since the start of this project (as 308 seen when comparing the serial unoptimized numbers against the serial optimized). We 309 do not believe that too much more could be done to improve these aspects without 310 rewriting large portions of the code.
311
Validation of Results: Calculation RMSE
312
To calculate the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), we ran the unaltered code on a 313 single core of a single CPU on 299 different PDB files. Then we reran each file with the 314 developed OpenACC code on the same CPU core, but now with GPU offloading. The 315 following numbers shown in Fig ?? are collected by using the RMSE formula on every 316 prediction of every file comparing the CPU and GPU output. The PDB files have been previously published and can be found here [24] . The code 319 used for this manuscript is available via our GitHub 320 https://github.com/UD-CRPL/ppm one.
Conclusion
322
PPM One is a code base that is not written with parallel processors and accelerators in 323 mind. The code base focuses on the chemical shift algorithm. This paper studies the 324 algorithm, profiles the serial code, identifies the hotspots to offload them to multicore 325 and accelerators that make a heterogeneous system. As the model allows the 326 programmer to insert hints to the code, it helps preserve the original code base to a 327 large extent. Such an approach is highly appreciated by domain experts who do not 328 need to learn to nitty-gritties of the architecture before applying such directive-based 329 model, OpenACC.
330
Scientifically, obtaining these predicted chemical shift values are important for 331 researchers, and if they must wait hours or even days to obtain this information, it can 332 not be used efficiently as a lab utility. Accelerating this program allows users to receive 333 chemical shift information on extremely large data sets. Most importantly, it enables 334 researchers to run these simulations several times every hour, greatly expanding the 335 practical use of this algorithm. The accelerated code can also be called within large 336 molecular dynamics packages allowing the algorithm to be expanded into other codes 337 and applications.
338
